
Quality: 
Elevating Tower Precision

The Power of 
Precision

Korindo Wind is an 

ISO 14001 and ISO 

9001:2000 certified 

manufacturer of high 

quality wind towers 

and monopiles with 

an 800-tower annual 

capacity. We have 

delivered more than 

600 towers for U.S. 

projects and nearly 1,000 

around the world. We 

consistently deliver the 

highest quality towers, 

and Korindo Wind has  

a perfect on-time  

delivery record.

There has never been a quality issue with a Korindo Wind tower, ever. We do the job right the 
first time every time.

We inspect for quality at every point of the process and document every step with precision 
to ensure traceability. If you have special requirements for inspection and documentation, 
we’ll meet them.

We manufacture sections to American, European and Asian standards. Since we deliver 
onshore and offshore towers all over the world, we can help you convert specs and ensure 
they are appropriate for their final destination. That gives you the additional advantage of 
being able to use one supplier for all your projects, no matter where they are.

Our quality is powered by:
ISO 14001 and ISO 9001:2000 certifications•	

The most advanced precision equipment available•	

100 percent AWS-certified welders•	

Welding certified for both AWS and European (EN) standards•	

Certified inspectors for welding, coating, ultrasonic and non-destructive testing•	

Continuous training and improvement•	

Testing – Visual, Dimensional, Ultrasonic, Radiographic, Destructive and Magnetic •	
Particle Examination
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Let’s Generate Some Power
Korindo Wind manufactures, delivers and supports 

wind towers with precision every step of the way, and 
we won’t be satisfied until you are. To start your project 

with the precision of Korindo Wind, contact us today.

www.KorindoWind.com

Marking, Cutting, 
Beveling

Bending

Fit-Up & Welding

Surface Treatment

Cranes

 3 CNC Plasma Cutting Machines (Max 40 tons x 3,300 x 36,000)
 1 CNC Flame Cutting Machine (Max 300 tons x 3,300 x 18,000)
 20 Flame Beveling Machines

 1 DAVI 3080 (Max 80 tons x 3,100)
 2 DAVI 3060 (Max 60 tons x 3,100)
 1 DAVI 3080 (Max 45 tons x 3,100)

 54 Rotators for Fit-Up & Welding (Max 100 tons)
 22 Tandem SAW Systems
 5 SAW Tractor

 4 Shot Blast Rooms
 14 Paint Shop Rooms
 12 Paint Spray Systems
 2 Arc Spray Metalizing Machines
 14 Rotators for Blast & Painting

 2 Overhead (15 ton)
 18 Overhead (20 ton)
 8 Overhead (40 ton)
 1 Gantry (15 ton)
 1 Gantry (20 ton)
 3 Gantry (80 ton)
 2 Mobile (100 ton)

Equipped For Precision
The Korindo Wind plant is outfitted with the latest high-tech, precision manufacturing and measuring equipment.
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The Korindo Wind plant is outfitted with the latest high-tech,  
precision manufacturing and measuring equipment.

Onshore & 
Offshore Tower 

Capabilities
(Maximum Sizes)

Factory 
Area

(Square Footage)

Diameter 7.5 m
Steel Thickness 80 mm
Weight 100 tons/  
 section

Fabrication 406,295
Blasting & Painting 71,429
Internal Assembly 918,323
Storage 2,020,752
TOTAL 3,416,799
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Precision LogisticsSM:
Comprehensive Solution, No Risk
Korindo Wind’s proprietary comprehensive solution, Precision LogisticsSM, encompasses every 
detail from the moment we take your order until you accept your tower sections. 

Coordinating shipping – overseas and domestic (if desired)•	

Ensuring compliance of sections with import laws or restrictions of the destination•	

Researching the port to make sure it has the equipment, infrastructure and •	
storage necessary to handle the sections

Negotiating port fees•	

Coordinating with port labor and ensuring workers have specific instructions for •	
handling towers safely and efficiently

Use of Korindo Wind’s proprietary stacking frames•	

Delivered Duty Paid (DDP) shipping•	

Executing the proper bonds•	

Paying duties and other customs charges•	

Inspections at both ports; repairs of minor transit damage if necessary•	

Coordinating port storage if necessary•	

Reverse logistics of stacking frames•	
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Way More Than Towers
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Batch  
Delivery

Delivery to 
Port or Site

One Plant, One 
QA Professional

Fewer Inland  
Costs & Hassles

All your towers will be 
delivered to the port 
closest to your project 
site so your inland 
logistics challenges, 
transport costs 
and state-by-state 
permitting issues will 
be minimized.

It costs us money to 
have a ship sitting 
in port waiting to be 
loaded, so whatever it 
takes to complete your 
towers on time, we’ll 
get it done. And you’ll 
know well in advance 
exactly when your 
sections will arrive.

All of your tower 
sections will arrive at 
your site at the same 
time, ready to install. 
Your project manager 
can schedule cranes 
and other heavy 
equipment accordingly 
to save on rental fees 
and eliminate costly 
down time.

We have negotiated 
a maximum rate with 
an overseas shipping 
partner, so you will 
know your maximum 
cost up front and well 
in advance, regardless 
of fluctuating fees in a 
volatile market.

In the United States, 
Korindo Wind has 
strong ties with a heavy 
haul partner so we can 
manage logistics from 
the port all the way to 
your project site.

Due to the volume 
of business we do 
with U.S. ports, we 
are able to negotiate 
the most competitive 
rate possible for your 
shipment.

Korindo Wind can 
cost-effectively deliver 
high quality sections 
anywhere in the world. 
If you are pursuing 
projects in multiple 
countries, you can 
place one quality 
assurance professional 
at our factory rather 
than many in the plants 
of multiple suppliers.

With Precision LogisticsSM 
you also gain maximum 
dependability with 
minimum cost through 
built-in cost efficiencies, 
scheduling confidence 
and overall simplification 
throughout the process.

Best  
Port Rates

Cost  
Certainty

Guaranteed  
On-Time Delivery



Minimum Price, 
Maximum Dependability
Korindo Wind has built-in advantages that allow us to offer lower overall costs than our 
domestic competitors in the United States. With lower costs for steel, other raw materials 
and operating, the landed price of Korindo Wind tower sections to project site is less than 
the cost of getting towers from a U.S. factory. And with Korindo Wind, you get added value 
throughout the process:

Guaranteed On-Time Delivery 
It costs us money to have a ship sitting in port waiting to be loaded, so whatever it takes to 
complete your towers on time, we’ll get it done. And you’ll know well in advance exactly 
when your sections will arrive.

Cost Certainty 
We have negotiated a maximum rate with an overseas shipping partner, so you will know 
your maximum cost up front and well in advance. 

Best Port Rates 
Due to the volume of business we do with U.S. ports, we are able to negotiate the most 
competitive rate possible for your shipment.

Fewer Inland Costs & Hassles 
All of your sections will be delivered to the port closest to your project site so your inland 
logistics challenges, transport costs and state-by-state permitting issues will be minimized.
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Batch Delivery 
All of your sections will arrive at your site at the same time, ready to install. Your project 
manager will be able to schedule cranes and other heavy equipment accordingly to save on 
rental fees and eliminate costly down time.

Delivery to Port or Site 
In the United States, Korindo Wind has strong ties with a heavy haul partner so we can 
manage logistics from the port all the way to your project site.

One Plant, One QA Professional 
Korindo Wind can cost-effectively deliver high quality sections anywhere in the world. If you 
are pursuing projects in multiple countries, you can place one quality assurance professional 
at our factory rather than many in the plants of multiple suppliers.

Let’s Generate Some Power
Korindo Wind manufactures, delivers and supports 

wind towers with precision every step of the way, and 
we won’t be satisfied until you are. To start your project 

with the precision of Korindo Wind, contact us today.
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